In this paper, we propose a method for detection of small moving objects in video. We first eliminate the camera motion using motion compensation. We then use an adaptive predictor to estimate the current pixel using neighboring pixels in the motion compensated image and, in this way, obtain a residual error image. Small moving objects appear as outliers in the residual image and are detected using a statistical Gaussianity detection test based on higher order statistics. It turns out that in general, the distribution of the residual error image pixels is almost Gaussian. On the other hand, the distribution of the pixels in the residual image deviates from Gaussianity in the existence of outliers. Simulation examples are presented.
Introduction
Detection of small moving objects can be a complicated task when there is noise and the video camera is in motion. Classical object detection methods [l] , [2] are geared for large objects with clear features and boundaries whereas in our problem the moving region or object may consist of only a few pixels.
In our method, we first eliminate the camera motion using motion compensation. After motion comand obtain a residual error image. It turns out that the distribution of the residual error image pixels is almost Gaussian in general. However, small moving objects produce outliers in the residual image as the pixels of the small moving objects cannot be predicted using the neighboring pixels. We detect the outliers using Higher Order Statistical (HOS) based Gaussianity test [4], [5] . In static regions the test statistics is very close to zero whereas in regions containing the moving object, the distribution of pixels deviate from Gaussianity and test statistic produces large values.
In Section 2, we present the 2-D adaptive filtering method which removes the static background. In Section 3, we review the HOS based statistical tests for moving object detection and present the results of simulation studies in Section 4.
2-D Adaptive Filtering
In Figure 1 , the adaptive filtering scheme in two dimensions is illustrated. In the adaptive filtering pro- pensation, the resulting image basically contains the age using two-dimensional (2-D) adaptive filter. We adaptively predict each pixel using neighboring pixels moving regions and objects. We process this im- tion ( 7 1~, 7 i ) is calculated as
The wcight values w(rrl , , 1 ) [IC, I ] are adapted xcording t,o the 2-D LMS-type adaptation algorit,hrn [8] :
where ( I C , I ) E R, and p is the adaptation constant. These weights are adapted using Equation 3 while processing tlie image in the horizontal direction. In a similar way, in the vertical direction the weight
In Figure 2 (a) and (b) a frame containing a moving object arid its following frarie are shown. The image obtained from motion compensation is filtered using the 2-D adaptive prediction filter and the resulting residual crror image is shown in Figure 2 (11). The rnovirig object detection is then performed on the error image e [ 7 n , n].
Higher Order Statistical Test
It has been experimentally observed that in regions with no mvirig objects, the error image e [ 7 n , n ] has Gaussian like distribution, whereas in regions containing srnall rnoving objects it contains outliers. This is due to the fact that pixpls of a srnall moving object cannot be accurately predicted using the surrounding pixels.
Higher order statistical tests are successfully used in the detection of rnicrocalcifications in Inarnmogram images [5] , and detecting object,s in noisy images [6] . In this paper, we use a Gaussianity test developed in [5] 
It is ideally equal to zero when the distribution is Gaussian. It, takes large values when tjhe underlying distribution deviates from Gaussianity. Outliers in the error image are mainly due to moving objects and h(11,12, I3 , 14) takes large values in such regions containing outliers. In our approach, the image is analyzed block by block. The statistic is calculated within each block inside the image. These blocks may overlap as shown in Figure 3 . In our experimental work we used blocks of size M = 15 by N = 15 where overlapping occurs at 3 pixel steps. 
Experimental Results and Conclusion
In t,his section, we present sirriulation studies. We test the performance of the det,ect,ion scheme by analyzing 27 video scqwnct's containing sniall moving objects on various backgrounds. As described in Section 1, motion compensated images are obtained in the first step. A classical block matching based niot,ion compensation algorithm with subpixel accuracy is used [a] .
In the second step, motion compensated images are filtcrcd using the adaptive predictor and the residual error images are obtaincd. The values of the test statistic h in 12 video sequences are given in Table  1 . It is clear from this table that a threshold can be sclectcd which can distinguish moving: objects from the background. Table 2 : Detectmion performance of each method.
In our detection scheme we use an adaptive threshold value which is determined from the first image of the video sequence according to the following formula: Table  2 . In all of the 15 test videos the moving objects are tleterrnined successfully.
We also compared the performance of the adaptive predictor to the wavelet transform, and adaptive subband decomposition [7] . Motion compensated images are analyzed using (i) the adaptive predictor described in Section 2, (ii) wavelet t,ransforrn (subband decomposition), and (iii) adaptive subband decomposition [7] .
Typical results of the above methods are shown in Figure 4 . The detcctiori performance of these methods arc sumninrizcd in Table 2 . In the test videos, the adaptive predictor produces the best results. Adaptive subband decomposition also detects all of the moving objects but, in two cases, it produces false alarms. In ordinary wavelet transform, 4 targets are missed. By reducing the threshold all of the targets can be detected but in this case, the number of false alarms drastically increases.
